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SALERNO

By Basil Gingell, representing the Combined British Press.

In the Hills, Sept. 16.

It the sane tine as forward units of the* Eighth, Army driving up from the South,
'contacted the southernmost units of U.S. Fifth Army of the Salerno bridgehead, yesterday
afternoon, infantry from.,the two, reinforced German divisions, using between thirty and

forty tanks pet in an attack from the direction of Avellino valley, in’the centre of

the British hold sector. The previous night they had* sent fairly strong reconnaissance

units over the hills that skirt our positions and established.contact with some of our

forward troops. One hill-top held by an infantry regiment they had isolated and’ had
brought their mortar and machine- guns within 4 short distance of the main coast road*

The reconnaissance of the night was apparently with the intention of gauging.the
British strength, but in the darkness, they managed to. got through and drive between

the.units helling, twin heights in front of Mount Stella, the highest peak in the

district that is the backbone of the enemy defences* There were German troops in tills

area throughout the whole .of yesterday, and by the afternoon they were observed to be

bringing up reinforcements* It-was obvious that they were making a determined, effort

to reach the sea and, in so doing, drive a wedge into our supply line to Salerno.

Because of the nature of the country, the German tanks were compelled-, to use a

somewhat obvious route and when they were spotted by observation units, the. British

gun batteries were given their range and opened fire* At one cross road, they were

shelled, and a. number of vehicles knocked -out and. considerable casualties inflicted*

The tanks then turned south east while infantry pursued their route along the track

thali would bring them on to the coast road-near the little village of Mercatello about

five miles due south-.of Salerno. Seven tanks were known to have been destroyed by the

accurate shelling of our gunners at nightfall, but it is believed that many others,

wore also hit©. The Germans before they launched their attack put over-a battery of.

gunfire employing their heaviest types, for the barrage. British guns- replied and naval

units in the Gulf of Salerno joined in. From both directions shells thundered over

the hilltops and the cannonade re-echoed along the valleys. To meet the threat of the

heaviest attack that the Germans have thrown in since the landing', commandoes wore .sent

into the hills to get to grips with the enemy* They stopped the advance and straight-

ened the line*; Some of the troops in the hills today were new arrivals, having come

in as reinforcements to the various units that landed on September 9. Some of the

troops in that original landing had been fighting for three days and nights without

sleep in a ga llant effort to bold, .thiso- freights they gained by their first efforts.

Some had even oeen lost in this rocky territory, where by night, troops grope beneath

the grape vines like some fantastic game of Blind Man’s Buff.

A whole company of one regiment, which had been sent out some distance beyond the

first range of hills, was reported missing* They went out one afternoon and were not

located until yesterday morning, when infantry patrols found them on their way back*

They had then almost entirely run out of ammunition but they had given a good account

of themselves, killing and wounding many Germans in the typical hillside village* That

such a tiling should be possible as a whole company to be lost, is indicative of how

difficult the country is. Apart from the arrival of our reinforcements, which went

into action yesterday, one of the brightest features of the last two days has been the

increase in Allied air activity.

V/hen the first landings were mode, we were very nearly at the end of our fighter

cover and the Germans were well supplied with landing grounds in the neighbourhood* It

became a natter of urgency, therefore, to establish air bases* Those rer.ia.ined under

the range of German guns from the hills* The aerodrome at Montecorvino, for instance,

which would have been more convenient, was not only shelled by an 88 mm gun in the

foothills beyond but dominated by others further away on more commanding peaks* Thus,
when the aerodrome wan taken, it could not be used, because of German batteries.

Yesterday saw the air forces working at full strength* operating

over German held positions from the Desert Air Force, from the bomber forces in Sicily
and North Africa,attacked Battipaglia and Eboli which the Germans were undoubtedly

trying to hold while they brought up their southern troops between these towns, and

Foggia was bombed heavily both yesterday and the day before and reconnaissance photo-

graphs after the raids showed how devastating had been the onslaught. Strongpoints
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and defended positions were blown up and roads were crowded with broken vehicles.

Yesterday morning, I watched a force of bombers on their way to blast these targets

flying high as they passed over ne. They swept in low to attack their targets,

■Mitchells were the principal attackers among the medium bombers. Flying Fortress

among the heavies while there have been any amount of Lightnings playing the dual role

of fighter and. fighter bomber, German air activity in comparison is practically non

existent. While they make few raids and drop, a series of brilliant flares, their

bombing has been most limited. Whether it is because the Luftwaffe’
s commitments arc

so heavy elsewhere, which seems the only reasonable explanation or not, there is no

disguising the fact that it' is on his armour and infantry that the enemy is placing
his reliance. With the Herman Goering Division on the Naples road, reinforced by

some troops brought from the north and the 15th Panzzers also reinforced, on

the Sanseverino road, there is no relaxing on his part* At the end of the first week

of the Allied landing in Italy one can look back on seven days of grin tenacious

battling for every inch of the ground that is now held by the Allies* With such a

vast amphibious operation* it was obvious that nothing spectacular could be expected
in the early days when troops were fighting for their bridgehead in the face of the

most determined opposition and without that essentail support that only cones from

having airfields on the doorstep.

Our troops have also been opposed by an enemy who knows the terrain with all

its problems far more intimately than they can hope to and has had theopportunity of

digging in, British troops, however, have displayed great daring with reconnaissance

work and have actually attacked German advance elemer's in a most disconcerting
fashion from the rear and at times surprised German officers when in their pyjamas.
Until reinforcements arrived it was necessary that the bridgehead should he firmly
held and this they have done. It has been no mean achievement considering the powerful
forces the .enemy had at his command'’in the country. What the British soldier thinks

of the country for scenery and many luxuries would read like a testimonial; what he

thinks of it for fighting would be unprintable.
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